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About This Game
Guide Wiloo in this adventure to take back your buddy and save other animals from Dr. ETvaldo evil hands.
In this 2D old-school platformer you'll be walking unknown lands and will face lots of obstacles trough 50 stages across 5
different colorful worlds. You can count with some powerfull upgrades and animal costumes that grants you different specialpowers to overcome all challenge and danger that awaits you. Keep your eyes open, because there is many secrets hidden trough
this lands.
Heartwarming soundtrack and sounds composed by Eduardo Castro.
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Title: WILOO
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)
Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 100 MB available space
Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)
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It's a nice mix of managing resources and watching the little fellows do their work. The building mechanic is really intuitive and
accessible. There a several types of emergencies to handle, and the story is fun. All in all - a nice tycoon game!. As of right now
I can't recommend this. However, if you want to fund something with potential I would recommend that. This is the hardest
choice I've come across in my video game lifetime. The ONLY 2 reasons this game can compete against Tabletop simulator is
to
A) fund the developers
and
B) have a easier time finding games with strangers. through a system of oranized games.
However, this will burn a hole in your wallet, and it might burn a hole in it faster than you play board games and thats not cool.
Board games take time and not being able to know how many board games I can play in a month really makes me feel sick
buying a monthly purchase. Not only that, the speed of this game may not live up to it too. Regardless if the developers get 70%
of the revenue (So I've heard). How do we know (OUR) favorite developers will tag along too? Some developers may still be
completely against the digitilization of their products which makes me believe that this game will have severe limitation to
games. I have made mods for games in Tabletop simulator and have even gotten permission to put the game on the workshop by
lead designers of the game. Game designers love to at least get their game out there because they know that when people will
like it a lot they will buy it.
I own all the games I play on TTS and I use it as a tool to test, play around, modify, or rebalance games before and after I buy
them with the click of a button. If someone doesn't buy a board game but plays it on TTS. Chance are they weren't ever going to
buy it anyways. And if they did then the developers win. If they don't then its not a loss cause. This is always a problem in the
digital age especially with things like Intellectual property. I believe this game will only be playable for people with Too much
disposable income or people that just got really lucky were all their favorite developers have latched on to this.. Even for the
price, this game is lacking. There are only 10 waves of enemies total. I was able to complete the game with only 2 towers. That's
it. 5-10 minutes tops. There are also a couple issues with game mechanics. Upgrading or rotating towers seems
awkward\/unresponsive. Do I hover over the tower with my cursor or click on it (I still haven't figure that out)?. Fun and
challenging little puzzle game.
Great to have running in the background during school.. this app. for just listening music. and $30.. Clunky gameplay. It'd be
fun if it weren't for the difficulty of imprecise clicking, boring life stories of villagers, and, say, THE BUGS.
LIKE WHEN THE ANCHOR DISAPPEARS AND YOU CAN'T FINISH THE GAME.
I'm not stupid, I did my research. Multiple people have encountered a glitch where the anchor disappears, making it impossible
to get the nest and complete the last section of the game. The hint option starts constantly repeating "there is nothing to do here"
because there is no solution. No way am I playing through the entire game just to get the anchor. Definitely not worth it.
Not worth the 99 cents. Just go play a browser hidden object game.. Absolutely love this game! The art style is original, the
combat is fun, it's very humorous, and the length is perfect! Play it!. Actually fun game. Its a side-scrolling game, kinda like the
older mortal kombat games but you have more of a story and levels you go through.
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sadly, I cannot seem to install it. until then I'm marking this down.. https://youtu.be/0X-BjamhfxM
Player beware... you're in for a scare!
Or well maybe not it really depends on if adventure games are scary or not, it's okay no judgement here.
This adventure game is rather simplistic drawing upon the classic children stories for material. Readers of thouse books will get
a lot more of the references that would be lost on someone else.
Unlike most modern adventure games, Goosebumps is not afraid to kill the player quickly and without mercy, so expect to hit
that retry button multiple times. The puzzle design also leaves much to be desired with the overflowing inventory creating a
tedious 'try everything on everything' loop that would have benefited from a bit more streamlining.
. Not gonna lie but this game is pretty addictive. There are three important things I would like to change about this game......
1)It need to be cross-platform. (The multiplayer lobby is so empty.)
2)Lower the price. ($59.99 come on now. Btw I bought this when it was on sale for $41.99, which is still too much.)
3)Low frames and crashing(This depends on how good your GPU is, but I here that some people have a GTX 660 and above but
still experience gameplay trouble). It's okay.
As a management game it's pretty decent. Working at night gives you a "Midnight Oil" buff which really fills up the progress
bar a lot. But the trade off for that is a really high stress gain and the pretty much 90% chance of getting sick if you don't spend
the following day sleeping for 24 hours. And if you get sick, you're forced to sleep in anyway. It's a really decent trade off that
makes you think twice about pulling off those oh so useful all nighters but sometimes the punishments get annoying, especially
since there's no way to subvert it (like unlocking a dress that allows for it or at least lessens the stress gain from not sleeping. if
there is one, i have not seen it).
The social stats and friendship candidates are really interesting. It's pretty diverse in its choices though I wish you had a second
female choice rather than just one with two male choices.
Overall, it's really good for the price and general experience of the dev. Solid management game. Looking forward to future
works.. What a godawful, half-arsed\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665port to PC.. 1/5
First and foremost I find the title of the game misleading. Just looking at the cover you would imagine the game follows some
character who lives a double life; one as a good citizen, the other a darker kind of villain. I was expecting something along the
lines of a Jekyll and Hyde game.
Instead you play as two independent characters one an Irish rascal, the other a straight-laced English policeman. The game
doesn't involve any problem solving but more like going from one place to another clicking on different things, and figuring out
what to do next. The story is enjoyable whilst you're playing it, it unravells nicely and keeps you gripped.
Nothing however can really compensate for how poor the ending is. I'ts not simply that the ending is an unhappy one for both
protagonists but it renders the whole story pointless.
There is one stupid part where you have to steal the ledger from a shop associated with the villain. This involves:
1. Walking outside from the church
2. Walking outside the main gates
3. Walking from outside the main gates to outside the shop.
4. Click on the door.
And thats it. After you click on the door you're automatically sent back to the church after a brief monologue and tell you're
partner "Here you go, I've got the account book" (not the exact wording, but that's basically what happens). Stupid, utterly
stupid.
There are far better point and clicks out there. Find anohter.. Simple Game.
You are this little white guy (with or without a hat) and you only goal is to get higher and higher. You latch on to things in your
environment, so you can use them to get even higher. Eventually you crash, and start right over. 10/10 Best cocaine addiction
simulator ever.. Just purchased this game yesterday.
You can check out my gameplay and impressions in the video below!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWChA6d3eF0. This mod isn't done poorly or anything like that, but it's very
underwhelming. Headcrabs are just not the kind of enemy that's fun to fight for long periods of time. In the original game
they're more of a hazard than a target. Unless you want to take the time to snipe them from afar, it's much easier to dodge them
and run than to pick them off one at a time. Their attack pattern is designed to fit this purpose. Their constant lunging makes
keeping track of more than five or so impossible. I ended up just crouching in a corner and spamming left click.
I lost interest in nine minutes. I don't think there's anything that could make this concept playable. It's safe to skip this mod.
WILOO is now available on Steam:
WILOO is now available on Steam Store with a launching discount of 10%.
Check it out!
And help WILOO to save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.
. Update v1.0.1.7:
WILOO has been updated with many improvements and fixes, as:
+ Now you can play freely on all levels already cleared (except for Boss levels) even after beating the game and collecting all
special coins;
+ On the map, now the level selected will be the last one which the player has entered via map (this helps navigating back for
stages already cleared);
+ Some achievements were rebalanced (in special those related to collecting coins);
+ Added item description when selecting it on inventory;
+ Some performance optimizations;
+ Some new visual effects;
+ Minor improvements and fixes.
The demo version has also been updated with all these new features
Thank you for all your feedback guys. Update v1.0.11:
In this update WILOO received some Gameplay improvements.
Like a lighter HUD bar, so you can see better trough it, and now if you die, you can skip "death animations" just pressing "A" or
"Start" on Xbox Controller, and "Enter" or "Space" on Keyboard. Other minor improvements on gameplay were also made and
subtitles were added to cutscenes :). Update v1.0.13:
Hi guys,
A new update is available for WILOO. Optimizations and some improvements were made, like enhanced collisions for the
player and better FPS on some PC's.. Improved Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. Update 1.0.1.5:
A new update is now available for WILOO. This brings some improvements on interface and gameplay, some bug fixes and
enemies now collide with each other.. Update v1.0.0.1 is now available:
Gameplay improvements: Now when you restart your progress, your total common coins and score are also kept :). DEMO
version available:
Both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX received DEMO versions that can be downloaded in game's page on Steam. Now you can
try freely the first world of each game. Hope you enjoy them :)
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